Carousel Industries and Aceso Partner to Deliver Interactive Healthcare Solutions

Carousel to Distribute Aceso’s Enterprise Patient Engagement Solutions
to Healthcare Oriented Channel Partners
Windsor, Ct., February 2, 2016, Carousel Industries, Carousel Industries, a leader in communication and
network technologies, professional and managed services, and cloud solutions, and Aceso® Interactive, a
leading provider of patient engagement and digital media solutions in the healthcare industry, announced that
the two companies will be combining their strengths to facilitate seamless solutions directed towards the global
healthcare market.
The partnership is designed to deliver successful outcomes for partners and end-users in response to current
challenges in today's healthcare environment by:


Providing enhanced Patient Engagement and Patient Experience by the Healthcare Provider



Driving Patient Knowledge and Personal Health Accountability



Reducing Patient Readmissions



Reducing workload on already strained Human Assets (Clinical & IT Staffs)



Reducing the capital expenditure typically required with these type of solutions



Providing the service via HIPAA compliant technologies for solution delivery

As industry leaders in their respective markets, Carousel and Aceso understand the demanding requirements
of today’s regulatory environment and the need for organizations to deliver effective patient services in an
increasingly challenging economic environment. Carousel and Aceso will combine their products and services
into a single value proposition, enabling healthcare providers to economically access a range of solutions —
while helping organizations provide differentiated solutions in a highly competitive marketplace.
Tim Howard, Director of Healthcare Solutions for Carousel, commented: “This strategic relationship positions
Carousel and Aceso as industry leaders, while helping us to deliver more effective, competitive, differentiating
solutions to our respective customers. It is truly exciting to see how such a collaboration will result in an
enhanced patient experience.”
Geoff Fiedler, President of Aceso, added, “The timing for this type of relationship could not be better. Aceso’s
enterprise patient engagement platform is extremely stable and proven. Carousel has an impeccable
reputation as one of the best system integrators and value added resellers. The combination of favorable
market conditions, proven technology and global reach present Aceso and Carousel with a tremendous growth
opportunity that we look forward to realizing.”

Carousel and Aceso will be attending 2016 HIMSS in Las Vegas, NV from February 29th – March 4th. Please
contact either company to schedule an introductory meeting or solution demonstration.

About Carousel Industries
Carousel Industries is a recognized leader in helping organizations evolve the way they communicate and
orchestrate the flow of information throughout their networks. Carousel enables clients to connect and
collaborate the way modern IT users demand and advance from their current network infrastructure to meet
tomorrow’s standards. With deep expertise across a vast portfolio of communication, network, and security
technologies, Carousel is able to design, implement, and support solutions tailored to meet the unique needs of
each customer. By offering professional and managed services with flexible deployments in the cloud,
Carousel ensures clients achieve agility and utilize technologies in the way most effective for their business.
Since 1992 Carousel has grown an average of 30% per year and has over 6,000 customers, including 35 of the
Fortune 100. Carousel has been recognized by multiple publications and industry consortiums as a top
technology integrator, managed service provider, and cloud solution provider – including seven listings in the
Inc. 500/5000. Headquartered in Exeter, RI, Carousel has over 1,000 employees working in 30 locations
across the U.S.
About Aceso®
Aceso, (Uh-kesso) is transforming the patient, guest and clinician experience in healthcare. Aceso is
headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts and offers patient centric solutions; UpCare™, eCareBoard™, and
Hospital Television Network, (HTV) all designed to engage, educate and entertain patients in their healthcare
journey. Aceso’s open, enterprise wide technology architecture is powered by UpTech™ which enables
healthcare organizations to interoperate with current technology footprints. Our approach is to cohesively
enhance the patient experience, increase patient satisfaction scores, optimize clinician workflow and increase
communication. Aceso’s clients are the largest and most prestigious health systems in the United States.
Please visit www.aceso.com for more information.
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